Bad Idea Short story by Arman Nourikhah At the morning In the 1980s, is formed a cult is called the Aum which becomes one of the fastest-growing religious groups in Japan's history.The religion's practices remained shrouded in secrecy. Initiation rituals often involved the use of hallucinogens, such as LSD. Religious practices often involved extreme ascetic practices claimed to be "yoga". These included everything from renunciants being hung upside down to being given shock therapy. At the end of 1993, the cult started secretly manufacturing the nerve agent sarin and later VX gas. They also attempted to manufacture 1000 automatic rifles but only managed to make one. Aum tested their sarin on sheep at Banjawarn station, a remote pastoral property in Western Australia, killing 29 sheep. Both sarin and VX were then used in several assassinations (and attempts) over 1994–1995. Most notably, on the night of 27 June 1994, the cult carried out a chemical weapons attack against civilians when they released sarin in the central Japanese city of Matsumoto, Nagano. This Matsumoto incident killed eight and harmed 200 more. However, police investigations focused only on an innocent local resident and failed to implicate the cult.(1) At the noon On 12 February 2013 – North Korea did another nuclear test , with experts estimating the size of the blast at between 6 and 7 kilotons. Up against it US and South Korea start a military maneuver then North Korea stationed its missiles on the eastern coast. On 8 March 2013, the North Korean government announced that it was withdrawing from all nonaggression pacts with South Korea in response to UN Resolution 2094.The announcement said it was closing its joint border crossing with South Korea and cutting off the hotline to the South. On 13 March 2013, North Korea confirmed it ended the 1953 Armistice and declared North Korea "is not restrained by the North-South declaration on non-aggression. On 30 March 2013, the North Korean government declared it was in 'a state of war' with South Korea. The North Korean leader declared that rockets were ready to be fired at American bases in the Pacific in response to the US flying two nuclear-capable B2 stealth bombers over the Korean peninsula. The United States warned North Korea that the rapidly escalating military confrontation would lead to further isolation. And finally the region placed in a state of war, a nuclear war!.Threat after threat, threat to mankind,threat to civilians, to The environment,to earth!.(2) At the night In the mid of night a Philosopher is thinking with himself! " some philosopher when they couldn't solve a problem they drank wine then their brain was starting to working!, what do you think if I drink some wine or Hoom wine or a drug then I will relax and I would able to think deeper...oh! Wait! Wait! It is not good idea! You can do any thing you want but it is not good doing this "to do idea"!, this "ideology"!. Do you know toxins and free radicals of alcohol or drugs such hallucinogens are associated with cell damage in other contexts, and have been suggested to be involved in many types of mental conditions including Parkinson's disease, senility, schizophrenia, and Alzheimer's (3).You do not want to genocide your brain's cells! Do you?". 1-Aum ShinrikyoFrom Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 2-North KoreaFrom Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 3-HallucinogenFrom Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia